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A polymer gel is a soft and wet material capable of undergoing large deformation. A deformed gel, in turn, changes its chemi-
cal potential, behaving as an energy transducer. Thus, a polymer gel shows a variety of stimuli-responsive actions, responding
to external environmental changes. In this article unique electrical, thermal, and chemical responses of polymer gels are de-
scribed. Recently observed frictional specificities of gels are also briefly introduced.

1. Introduction

A polymer gel consists of an elastic crosslinked network
and a fluid filling the interstitial spaces of the network. The
network of long polymer molecules holds the liquid in
place and so gives the gel what solidity it has. Gels are wet
and soft and look like a solid material but are capable of
undergoing large deformation. This property is in contrast
to most industrial materials such as metals, ceramics, and
plastics, which are dry and hard. Living organisms are
largely made of gels. Except for bones, teeth, nails, and the
outer layers of skin, mammalian tissues are highly aqueous
gel materials largely composed of protein and polysaccha-
ride networks. This enables the organism to transport ions
and molecules more easily and effectively while keeping its
solidity.

Polymer gels can be easily deformed by external stimuli,
and generate force or execute work on the external envi-
ronment. If such responses can be translated from the mi-
croscopic level to a macroscopic scale, a conversion of
chemical free energy into mechanical work should be real-
ized. As early as 1948, Kuhn,[1] Breitenbach,[2] and Katch-
alsky[3] independently found that water-swollen polymer
gels can convert chemical energy directly into mechanical
work under isothermal conditions. The principle of revers-
ible contraction and dilatation is based on the reversible
ionization of suitable groups, for example, carboxylic acid
groups, of a polyacid by alternating addition of alkali and
acid, whereby the former produces an electrostatic repul-
sion of ions along the macromolecular chain and causes an
expansion of the coiled polymer. Katchalsky denoted these
transformations ªmechanochemical reactionsº or ªmech-
anochemical systemsº.

The ability of polymer gels to undergo substantial swell-
ing and collapsing as a function of their environment is one
of the most remarkable properties of these materials. The
phenomenon of gel volume transitions, which can be in-
duced by temperature, pH, or ionic strength, has prompted
researchers to investigate gels as potential actuators, sen-

sors, controllable membranes for separations, and modula-
tors for delivery of drugs.[4±9] Since studies on the funda-
mental process of the gel volume transition as well as on its
application have been extensively reported we are not
going to give a comprehensive review of this subject in this
paper. This review is concerned with some examples of gels
which significantly reflect their unique character.

2. Electrical Responses

2.1. Electrostatic Potential Distribution

Many polymer gels possess charges in their network. The
polyelectrolyte gel can swell in water and absorbs a signifi-
cant fraction (~2000 times the polymer weight) of water
within its structure, but will not dissolve in water. Different
from the linear polyelectrolyte solution, the polyelectrolyte
gel exhibits a variety of unique properties, such as phase
transition,[10] specific adsorption equilibrium,[11] the pres-
ence of unfrozen water,[12] and chemomechanical behav-
ior.[13] The unique properties and behavior observed in the
gel should be well characterized by the nature of the
charged network together with its counterions.

Gels should, in general, be considered to be composed of
heterogeneous structures of different orders from a few
angstroms to several micrometers (structure hierarchy).
This makes it extremely difficult to accurately calculate the
electrostatic potential distribution in the gel. In order to
catch the electrical feature due to the crosslinkage of the
ionic macromolecules, a two-dimensional lattice stacking
model has been used to estimate the electrostatic potential
energy distribution using the Poisson±Boltzmann equa-
tion.[14] According to this model, deep potential wells exist
at crosslinking points and potential valleys near the polymer
chains (Fig. 1). Counterions are mostly localized around the
network knots as well as the polymer chains, due to the
deep potential there. The charge density of counterions de-
creases very sharply with an increase in the distance from
the polymer chain. Counterions located in the deep poten-
tial valley should be strongly bound to the polyion.

The mechanism of electrical conduction in a gel is essen-
tially the same as that found in a linear polymer solu-
tion,[15,16] that is, the transport of loosely bound counterions
plays the predominant role in electrical conduction.[17]
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2.2. Electrical Oscillation

Metal/polymer gel/metal structures, made of a water-
swollen polymer gel sandwiched between two platinum
wire electrodes, have the property of being able to switch
on and off reversibly between two stable states, one charac-
terized by high impedance, corresponding to the ªoffº
state, and the other by low impedance, corresponding to
the ªonº state.[18±20]

Figure 2a shows a repetitive curve and its power spec-
trum when a DC voltage (7 V) was applied to a calcium al-
ginate gel. The power spectrum of this oscillation shows a
main peak at a frequency of 0.013 Hz with higher harmon-

ics. The magnitude of the main peak was about 9.80 % of
that total energy within a range of 0.5 Hz. The maximum
amplitude of current oscillation was about 0.22 mA.

Figure 2b±d shows the effects of an external sinusoidal
voltage upon the current oscillation and the power spec-
trum when AC voltages of frequency 0.005±0.03 Hz and
amplitude 2 V were superimposed afterwards onto the os-
cillation induced by DC voltage (5 V). The figure demon-
strates that the entrainment of oscillation occurs in the gel
when an AC current of a certain frequency is imposed, and
the phenomenon is observed repeatedly for various poly-
mer gels.

Repetitive oscillation also occurs in electroconductive
gels swollen with organic solvents.[21] The nature of the os-
cillation is associated with the degree of crosslinking, the
doping ratio of doped molecules, and temperature; an in-
crease of these parameters enhances both the amplitude
and frequency of the oscillation.

It is considered that the oscillation of a polyelectrolyte
gel under an electric field is associated with the transfer
process of micro- and macroions accompanying the syn-
chronized dynamic segmentational motion of the charged
network in the solvent. Thus, the appearance of periodical
current oscillation seems to be an instinct of the cross-
linked polymer network. The elucidation of the oscillation
mechanism at the molecular level is at present difficult
since the systems are multivariable with a nonlinear ki-
netic relation and complicated coupling mechanism and
many more experiments are required to confirm these
ideas conclusively.
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2.3. Electrical Contraction

If the water-swollen crosslinked polyelectrolyte gel is in-
serted between a pair of planar electrodes and a DC volt-
age is applied, it undergoes anisotropic contraction and
concomitant fluid (water) extrusion.[22,23] Figure 3 shows
the shape change of an anionic gel with time under the
electric field.

The electrically induced contraction of the gel is caused
by the transport of hydrated ions and water in the network,
and the contractile behavior observed is essentially an elec-
trochemical phenomenon. When an external electric field
is applied across the gel, the macro- and microions receive
electrical forces in the opposite direction. However, the
macroions are stationary since they are chemically fixed to
the polymer network, while the counterions are mobile,
capable of migrating along the electric field and dragging
water molecules with them.

A capillary model has been proposed to describe the
contraction process.[24] According to this theoretical anal-
ysis, the contraction efficiency is inversely proportional to
the charge density of the network and increases with an in-
crease of the degree of swelling. The theoretical analysis
also predicts that the speed of gel contraction is dependent
only on the amount of charge being transported through

the gel, i.e., on the quantity of electricity, and is indepen-
dent of the electric field. These predictions are in agree-
ment with the experimental observations and demonstrate
that the electrically induced contraction of the gel is domi-
nated by electrokinetic processes of hydrated ions and
water in the polymer gels.

2.4. The Mechanoelectric Effect

In the previous section, we described that a polyelectro-
lyte gel can contract or deform under an electrical stimulus,
that is, a gel can convert the electrical energy into mechani-
cal work. The reverse process can also been observed in
gels.[25] This means that mechanical deformation can pro-
duce electrical potential.

When a piece of weak polyelectrolyte gel is pressed, the
pH of the gel changes reversibly. The pH change is asso-
ciated with an enhanced ionization of the carboxyl groups
under deformation: being compressed in one direction, the
gel expands laterally and induces a one-dimensional dilata-
tion of the polymer network in this direction. This brings
about an increased chemical free energy (a decrease in en-
tropy) of the polymer chain, which should be compensated
for by a simultaneous increase in its degree of ionization.

In order to extract the change in electrical potential orig-
inating from the pH change of the gel, a cell comprising
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Fig. 3. Photographs of a poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic
acid) gel before (upper) and after (lower) imposing an electric field of 15 V
for 10 h.

Fig. 2. The effects of the frequency of the external sinusoidal voltage on the
current oscillation. Gel: calcium alginate, 24 mm in diameter, 11 mm long;
degree of swelling: 40; electrode distance: 10 mm. a) DC: 7 V. b) DC 5 V;
AC: 0.005 Hz, 2 V. c1,c2) DC: 5 V; AC: 0.01 Hz, 2 V. d) DC: 5 V; AC:
0.003 Hz, 2 V. Figures denoted in the power spectra indicate percent magni-
tude of the main peak of total energy generated within a range from 0 to
0.5 Hz. (From [20].)
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two polymer gels facing each other was made. A pair of
needle-like platinum wire electrodes, one as reference the
other as working electrode, were inserted to measure the
electrical potential (Fig. 4a). When the gel is deformed, the
extra protons migrate to the undeformed gel through the
interface until the Donnan equilibrium is reached, and an
electrical potential difference is observed during this peri-
od. Figure 4b shows the potential difference thus obtained.

On the basis of this principle, a soft and wet tactile-
sensing device was constructed by connecting the electrodes
with a photo-emission diode array through an amplifier
(Fig. 4a). Experiments demonstrated that the tactile-
sensing system made of polymer gel could successfully light
the array in proportion to the amplitude of the stress ap-
plied.

Fig. 4. a) Cell used to extract the electric potential and its application as an
artificial tactile sensing system capable of lighting a photodiode array under
the deformation. b) Time profile of electrical potential produced at the in-
terface of two poly(acrylic acid) gels, one of which was deformed while the
other was free-standing. Upper trace: electrical potential; lower trace: defor-
mation length. Size of the gel: 15 mm ´ 10 mm ´ 10 mm; degree of swelling:
16. (From [25].)

An attempt was also made to repeat the lifting of a load
by applying an electric field. It was found that the rate of
contraction as well as the efficiency of the work increases
with increasing load to a maximum value. This anomalous
lifting behavior of the gels can be explained in terms of a
spontaneous ionization of the ionizable groups, leading to
an increased current when the gel is stretched (mechano-
electric effect).[26]

We would like to emphasize that a mechanoelectrical
system made of polymer gel has similarities with tactile
perception in living organisms.[27,28] Both of them are dy-
namic processes in which the macroscopic deformation in-
duces the ionic rearrangement that gives rise to a certain
amount of transmembrane potential. The gel also possesses

common features with the natural tissue: softness, wetness,
elasticity, and some other rheologically specified character-
istics.

Because of these similarities, the soft mechanoelectrical
system constructed from a polymer gel may open new pos-
sibilities in the investigation of artificial tissue-like tactile
perception for prosthetics and robotics.

3. Molecular Assembly on the Polymer Gel

3.1. Interaction with Oppositely Charged Surfactants

Since the polyelectrolyte gel has deep electrostatic po-
tential valleys along the polymer chains and wells at the
crosslinked points, it will attract oppositely charged surfac-
tants and form complexes. Surfactant binding to solvated
and crosslinked polyelectrolytes having charges on the side
chains as well as chain backbones has been extensively
studied using various kinds of oppositely charged surfac-
tants. It has been proposed that there are three categories
of surfactant binding:[29] 1) cooperative and stoichio-
metric,[11,30] 2) non-cooperative and stoichiometric,[31] and
3) cooperative and non-stoichiometric.[32,33] The modes of
these categories are predominantly determined by the 3D
chemical structure of the surfactant, hydrophobicity, and
the charge density of the polyelectrolyte.

For example, n-alkylpyridinium chloride (CnPyCl, n = 4,
6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18) stoichiometrically binds to the solubi-
lized and crosslinked polyanion, poly[2-(acrylamido)-2-
methylpropanesulfonic acid] (PAMPS). The binding is co-
operative through the side-by-side hydrophobic packing of
n-alkyl groups. Figure 5 shows the binding isotherms for
CnPyCl±PAMPS gel complex formation. The steep increase
in binding at a critical surfactant concentration clearly
demonstrates the cooperative binding. It is also seen that
an increase in the alkyl chain length of the surfactant low-
ers the concentration at which the binding starts, indicating
that the hydrophobic interaction favors the binding equilib-
rium and stabilizes the complex. With the binding of surfac-
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Fig. 5. Binding isotherms of surfactant molecules with the PAMPS gel in salt
at 25 �C. Equilibration time 30 days. The degree of binding (b) is defined as
the molar ratio of bound surfactant to total number of sulfonate groups in
the gel. Na2SO4 (3 ´ 10±2 M). ~: C4PyCl, ^: C8PyCl, l: C10PyCl, *:
C12PyCl,s: C16PyCl, &: C18PyCl. (From [30].)



tant, the gel loses its electrostatic energy, leading to a con-
traction in its volume. A supramolecular structure is
formed in the surfactant-bound gel.[11,13]

In contrast, tetraphenylphosphonium chloride (TPPC),
which has bulky, strongly hydrophobic groups, binds to
PAMPS gel stoichiometrically but is not able to undergo
cooperative binding to form an ordered structure in spite
of its strong hydrophobicity. This indicates that the ar-
rangement of the binding molecules to form a long se-
quence by the cooperative process is important to produce
an organized structure.[31]

Examples of cooperative and non-stoichiometric binding
involve the binding of CnPyCl to amphiphilic polymers,

such as x,y-ionene (x = 6,12; y = 4, 6, 12) bromide polymers,
copolymers of acrylate, and those containing bulky hydro-
phobic groups exhibiting a lower critical solution tempera-
ture (LCST). They undergo non-stoichiometric two-step
binding to give soluble complexes.[32,33]

3.2. Chemomechanical Gels

As described in the previous section, positively charged
surfactant molecules bind to anionic polymer gels through
electrostatic interactions and bring about contraction of
the gel.[11,34,35] Using this phenomenon, an electrically driv-
en artificial ªworm-like muscleº and a swinging pendulum
made of water-swollen synthetic polymer gel possessing
motility in water have been reported.[13,35]

Here, we introduce a newly designed moving system in
which the PAMPS gel show eel-like motion in the surfac-
tant solution under an electric field.[36] The moving system
was made using a styrofoam and pieces of PAMPS gel
membrane. The body was made of styrofoam (20 mm long,
2 mm wide, 2 mm thick), which can be used at the same
time as buoyancy. A pair of plastic sheets (15 mm wide,
10 mm long) were attached to one end of the PAMPS gel
(25 mm long, 5 mm wide, 0.4 mm thick) and inserted to
the styrofoam body. A pair of parallel carbon electrodes
(150 mm long, 15 mm wide, 2 mm thick) were placed with
a separation distance of 90 mm in the surfactant solution
and 10 V was applied. The eel moved forward slowly (ca.
15 cm/min) by repeated undulation of the PAMPS tail
(Fig. 6a). Different from the movement made by a rigid
machine, the gel exhibited an eel-like undulating motion
and had a propelling force of the order of 10±4 N.
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Fig. 6. a) Progressive change in motion of the gel eel under a voltage of
10 V. Electrode distance: 70 mm, 0.25 Hz; photographs were taken every
4 s. b) The moving mechanism of the PAMPS gel. The left picture shows the
gel free from the electric field and the right picture under a voltage of 10 V
with the anode facing the right side of the gel.
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The principle of this eel-like swinging of the gel is asso-
ciated with a reversible and cooperative complexation of
the surfactant molecules on the surface of the polymer gel
under the electric field; the mechanism is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 6b. The electric field drives and controls the
direction of the complexation equilibrium to give aniso-
tropic complex formation. When DC voltage is turned on,
the positively charged surfactant molecules move electro-
phoretically towards the cathode and form a complex with
the negatively charged gel, preferentially on the side of the
PAMPS strip facing the anode. This causes an anisotropic
contraction and induces bending towards the anode. When
the polarity of the electric field is reversed, the surfactant
molecules absorbed on one side of the gel are released out
of the gel and travel toward the cathode. Instead, new sur-
factant molecules form complexes on the opposite side of
the gel and the gel bends to the other side. The periodical
change in the electric field makes the gel repeatedly swing.
The movement of the gel is produced by a free energy
change in the assembly reaction of the surfactant with the
polymer network.

4. Polymer Gels with Molecularly Organized
Structures

4.1. Shape Memory Behavior

Water-swollen hydrogels are generally amorphous in na-
ture and have no particular ordered structure at the molec-
ular level, except for some biological gels where more
highly ordered aggregates are observed in the ªjunction
zonesº. This might be one of the reasons why synthetic
polymer gels suffer from a lack of mechanical toughness
and slow response to stimulus.

It was recently demonstrated that water-swollen polymer
hydrogels with a molecularly ordered structure can be ob-
tained by copolymerizing hydrophilic monomers such as
acrylic acid (AA) with hydrophobic monomers that form
crystals, for example, stearyl acrylate (SA) and acryloylhex-
adecanoic acid (AHA).[37,38] These gels undergo a revers-
ible order±disorder transition with a change in tempera-
ture, pH, and solvent properties.

Investigation of the swelling process and the order±disor-
der transition of poly(AHA-co-AA) gel indicates that
swelling of the network occurs first by disordering of the
layer structure and then by the elimination of side chain
crystallization (Fig. 7). Changes in the degree of swelling
are produced either by changes of pH or by the addition of
ethanol to the aqueous gel.

Poly(SA-co-AA) exhibits shape memory behavior with
temperature (Fig. 8).[39] The principle of this phenomenon
is based on a reversible order±disorder transition asso-
ciated with the hydrophobic interactions between stearyl
groups in water. Below the transition temperature (50 �C),
stearyl side chains form crystalline aggregates and behave
as a hard plastic, while above this temperature they trans-
form to the amorphous state and the material abruptly be-
comes soft and flexible and is readily modified to a desired
new shape. If the gel is cooled keeping its deformed shape,
it becomes rigid and retains its new shape even after re-
moving the load. When the modified gel is once again
heated above the transition temperature, it is able to re-
cover the original shape after a few seconds.

The shape memory effect can be observed only for the
water-swollen hydrogel and not for the dry sample. This is
because the AA units are substantially hydrated in water,
and behave like a soft elastomer with a very low glass tem-
perature. Under this condition the SA units are responsible
for the mechanical toughness and render the material ro-
bust. In contrast, when the gel is dry, the AA units behave
as a hard plastic even above the transition temperature and
show no abrupt change in mechanical property by heating.

4.2. Spontaneous Motion on Water

It was discovered that crosslinked hydrophobic±hydro-
philic copolymer gels swollen in organic solvent undergo
spontaneous motion when put on water (Fig. 9).[40,41] The
mode of motion largely depends on the shape of the gel: a
disc-shaped gel exhibits translational motion while a trian-
gular or a square-shaped one exhibits rotation. The velocity
and duration of gel motion are strongly associated with the
size and chemical structure of the gel. A gel weighing 0.1 g
can stay in motion for more than 60 min. It was found that
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Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of the change in organized structure of the poly(AHA-co-AA) gel by swelling in various media. (From [37].)



the driving force of the gel's motion originates from the
surface spreading of the organic solvent. The gel, immersed
in water, rapidly forms a partially organized structure on its
outer surface and gradually shrinks, simultaneously produc-
ing high osmotic pressure and hydrostatic pressure. By vir-
tue of these two pressures, the organic solvent is pumped
out of the gel over a prolonged period of time (Fig. 10a).
Once the water-miscible organic solvent is released from
the gel, it quickly spreads on the water surface due to its
lower surface tension compared to that of water (Fig. 10b).
Therefore, the gel obtains a net reaction force to induce
motion, presumably due to its heterogeneous structure.

The prolonged gel motion obtained by the surface
spreading of the organic solvent has several advantages
and unique characteristics. It produce no noise and no un-
necessary exhaust products such as those obtained from
combustion or other chemical reactions. The motion is only

obtained by the dilution of the organic fluid, which can be
recovered using separation technologies such as distillation
or membranes.

In contrast to motors and hydrodynamic pumps, the mo-
tion made by the polymer gel is produced by the chemical
free energy change, whereupon the electrical or thermal
energy is used to drive the direction and control the state
of the equilibrium. Thus, the chemomechanical gel driven
by the outside stimulus is able to exhibit ªgentleº and
ªflexibleº action, and its movement is more like that ob-
served in muscle than in metallic machine systems, and
may lead to approaches to ªbiomechanicsº.

5. Surface Friction of Polymer Gels

In the previous sections, we discussed several moving
systems made of polymer gels, in which surface friction of
gels with other medium is apparently important. The fact
that the gel is receptive to the surroundings suggests that
it has specific surface and interface properties. Recently,
the surface friction of various kinds of hydrogels was in-
vestigated and compared with that of solid materials.
Amonton's law states that the frictional force F between
two solids is proportional to the load W forcing them to-
gether, F = mW.[42] According to this law, the coefficient
m, known as the frictional coefficient, depends neither on
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Fig. 8. Shape memory phenomenon of the gel. The copolymer gel was
formed in a straight glass tube of diameter 5 mm and then swollen with
water (dry samples do not show the shape memory effect). The gel was then
heated to 50 �C, coiled and then cooled to room temperature. The gel is rigid
and retains its coiled shape (top panel). On heating again to 50 �C, the gel
becomes soft and recovers its original, straight shape. (From [39].)

Fig. 9. Gels of various shapes in motion. Photographs were taken by multi-
exposure with a stroboscope flashing at 10 Hz for 1 s. a) Translational mo-
tion of a disc-shaped gel. b) Rotational motion of a square gel. c,d) Motion
composed of translation and rotation of a disc (c) and a triangle (d). (From
[41].)
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the sliding velocity nor the apparent contact area of the
two surfaces but depends only on the moving materials. It
usually lies in the range 0.5±1.0.[43] However, it is found
that the frictional relations of gels cannot simply be rep-
resented by Amonton's law.[44] When a polymer gel slides
against a solid surface, the frictional force of the gel is
slightly dependence on the load W (Fig. 11a), but strongly
depends on the sliding velocity u. Most importantly, some
gels have frictional coefficients of ~10±3, which is much
lower than that observed in friction between solids
(Fig. 11b). This unique frictional behavior of gels should
be attributed to the strong water solvation of the polymer
network, which might sustain hydrodynamic lubrication

even at a very low sliding velocity and under a high pres-
sure.

The behavior of gels seems to have some similarities with
that of cartilage in human and animal joints. The cartilage
consists of cells distributed throughout a three-dimensional
collagen network filled with a synovial fluid and has a coef-
ficient of friction in the range 0.001±0.03.[45] Although the
true mechanism of cartilage friction is not fully understood,
theories of boundary, weeping, and elastohydrodynamic lu-
brication have been proposed. A systematic investigation
of gel tribology may be merited for the elucidation of the
mechanism of joint motion and serve for the construction
of comfortable artificial human joints.
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Fig. 10. Schematic illustration of the mech-
anism for the spontaneous motion of the
gel on water. a) Releasing and b) surface
spreading processes of the organic solvent.
(From [41].)



6. Synthesis and Properties of Structure-
Controlled Gels

6.1. Fast Deswelling Gels with a Comb-Like Structure

Many polymeric hydrogels undergo abrupt changes in
volume in response to external stimuli, such as changes in
solvent composition,[46] pH,[47] and temperature.[48,49] For
several of the potential applications of these materials, such
as ªsmartº actuators, a fast response is needed. The kinetics
of swelling and deswelling in these gels are typically gov-
erned by diffusion-limited transport of the polymeric com-
ponents of the network in water, the rate of which is in-
versely proportional to the square of the smallest dimension
of the gel.[50] Several strategies have been explored for in-

creasing the deswelling dynamics, such as introducing po-
rosity.[51] Okano et al. have demonstrated that the rapid de-
swelling of a hydrogel can be introduced by tailoring the gel
architecture at the molecular level.[52] They have prepared
a crosslinked poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PIPAAm) gel
in which the polymer chains bear grafted side chains
(Fig. 12). Conventional IPAAm homopolymer gels shrink
very slowly after the temperature is increased from 10 �C
to 40 �C, requiring more than a month to reach equilibrium
(Fig. 13). In contrast to the IPAAm homopolymer gel, the
comb-type grafted hydrogel shrinks rapidly to its equilib-
rium state. In the process, the gel undergoes large, rapid
volume changes, indicating a much greater aggregation
force operating within the grafted gel. Trapped water is
rapidly squeezed out from the gel. This is supported by the
change in the amount of freezable water within the two
types of gel matrices, determined by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC, Fig. 13).

6.2. Gels with Modulated Structure

Hu et al. have proposed a class of environmentally re-
sponsive gels based on the spatial modulation of the chemi-
cal nature of gels.[53] The modulation was achieved by limit-
ing the interpenetration of the poly(acrylamide) gel
network with the poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) gel net-
work. The gels thus produced have an internally heteroge-
neous or modulated structure. Several simple applications
based on the modulated gels are demonstrated. A bi-gel
strip bends almost to a circle in response to a temperature
increase or a change in solvent properties. A shape mem-
ory gel reversibly changes its shape from a straight line to a
pentagon to a quadrangle as the temperature increases.
The gel functions obtained from the modulation method
are based on the fact that the volumes of different gels are
sensitive to different aspects of the external environment.
Applications of the modulation method could be extensive.
For example, a modulated pH-sensitive bi-gel could bend
in a pH environment as well. Because a large amount of
strain can be produced, structurally modulated gels may
find use in gel display devices, switches, or valves.

7. Conclusion

Unlike motors and hydrodynamic pumps, the movement
in a polymer gel system is produced by the chemical free
energy of the polymer network, whereby the electrical or
thermal energy is used to drive the direction of movement
and control the state of equilibrium. A chemomechanical
gel driven by an outside stimulus is able to exhibit ªgentleº
and ªflexibleº action and its movement reminds us of mus-
cle rather than metallic machine systems; the gel may serve
as a new type of ªsoft-actuatorº or ªmolecular machineº.
As this system can transform chemical free energy directly
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Fig. 11. Frictional force F as a function of load W (a) and the frictional coef-
ficient m as a function of pressure P normal to the surface (b). Sliding veloc-
ity: 7 mm/min. (l) gellan gel on glass; (!) gellan gel on steel; (~) gellan
gel on gellan gel; (&) k-carrageenan gel on glass; (*) PVA gel on glass;
(8) water-soaked sponge on glass; (&́) wet rubber on glass; (^) wet glass
on glass; Young's modulus: gellan gel, 6 ´ 104 Pa; k-carrageenan gel, 5 ´
104 Pa; PVA gel, 1.5 ´ 105 Pa; contact area: 30 mm ´ 30 mm except k-carra-
geenan gel (20 mm ´ 20 mm). (From [44].)
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into mechanical work without producing heat, high effi-
ciency of energy conversion may be promised. We believe
it will eventually be possible to make use of these proper-

ties of gels to create self-sensing and self-regulating ma-
chines that respond intelligently to changes in their sur-
roundings.
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